Photograph analog

Not just since Peter Lindbergh has the trend been away from overdrawn cleanliness and over retouched smoothness and back toward naturalness. But the coveted, honest analog look of artists like Lindbergh, Dennis Stock or Ron Galella can hardly be created with a digital camera. That’s why you should simply shoot a route on film again!

Develop analog film

For some, handling analog photographic technology and developing films are a welcome change from everyday digital life. However, environmental awareness has increased and hazard symbols on conventional photographic chemistry are a deterrent. Fortunately, alternative developers for black-and-white films can be mixed together from household items such as coffee powder, vitamin C and washing soda.

Photographing with ring flash

Flashes with a ring-shaped tube and ring flash adapter create an unusual, hard look when used on the optical axis of the camera. They are rarely good as a main light. But if you use this light in a slightly different way, flattering business or beauty portraits suddenly become possible. Let yourself be surprised!

Lens modding

The Lensbaby is a surprise success: A sweet spot focused the sharpness centrally and can be shifted in the image by bending a flexible connection - everything outside the focus spot appeared blurred. We show how you can recreate the look with an old lens.

Supplement Exif data

The Exif data of digital photos usually contains information about the camera, lens and other shooting parameters. But many manual lenses do not transmit any data at all. Here you can learn how to quickly add the missing information.
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